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       Something2Create Design Draft Pitch #2 The Legend of Rokuni General Overview You found an ancient artifact while digging an archeological site. Turns out, the artifact can be used to access memory from objects in the world. There you found faint images of a girl that you used to be close with. It’s like she is giving you clues to find her. Who is she? And what is her relation to you? Furthermore, how does it connect with the world? Core Experience Players are able to experience uncovering past secrets through memories and travelling through time itself. Though for every action, there is an emphasis on the corresponding consequences. Core Direction Genre : Puzzle, story-rich Theme : Fantasy, Sci-fi, Victorian Core Loop Core Mechanics [Before continuing, it is preferable to earlier read World Building section below] 1. Memory Gathering : Players are able to interact with their surroundings to unlock events, some of which can be memories for the players. Not all interactions can be registered as a memory, instead only a handful important enough interaction can. The obtained memory will be kept and can be seen again from a certain gallery (accessable in-game). The memories will be displayed as thumbnails of most vivid moment. 2. Memory Access : Utilizing the power of Re Ronus, players are able to access memories of the objects they encounter. At the moment, the objects in the topic are items. Every object always have its most vivid memory that can be seen by players (limited to 1 memory). Players will see the memory as a flashback and/or images in the MC’s mind. The memories may contain people’s interaction or may not contain anything important at all. For each memory accessed, a part of player’s already owned memories will be lost and substituted by the obtained memory. * 3. Encyclopedia : Encyclopedia is used as MC’s “diary” filled with the items the player found in game. Encyclopedia will register every item along with its time origin, site where it’s found, and detailed description about the item. Only a certain amount of items can be registered in the Encyclopedia through the gameplay, thus key items. 4. Time Travel : Utilizing the power of Re Khutupi, the MC is able to transport his matter to the past and resume the journey from there. The access of time needs an item with an origin of certain time (assisted by Encyclopedia). matter transport will happen to the accessed time, but on the same place. Every time MC transport his body with this power, he will be aging. ** Notes: * In the case where a memory is lost, there might be an additional event regarding the said memory. For instance, if the lost memory is about the player’s meeting with person A, in the next occasion of meeting the MC will not remember A. ** The implementation of aging is through appearance and character’s cognitive ability. There will be several age stages for MC and when a stage is entered, there will be a change in the player’s sprite. Cognitive ability such as memorization (keeping memory) will as well worsen as the MC enters an “older” stage. There is a consideration of the effect on physical ability too, such as running. World Building Long time ago, there was a god named Croscenus who created the world with its entities. His every entities always has 2 components, mind and matter. Aside from that, Croscenus also created a record containing how the world will run. Everything that has, is, and will happen is poured in the holy grimoire of the world, named Croscenium. Later, Croscenus left the world and the world runs on itself. Even so, Croscenus gave the right to his every entities who “wants to imitate god”. He created 3 ancient artifacts with the name Re Ronus, Re Khutupi, and Re Nictus. All the 3 artifacts have access into the Croscenium, each with its own functionality: 1. Re Ronus : The Artifact of Mind / Memory. Used to access memories through the object’s mind, 2. Re Khutupi : The Artifact of Time. Used to transport matter to the past times, 3. Re Nictus : The Artifact of Reality. Used to alter the record in Croscenium, by which will alter how the world runs. Even so, the utilization of the 3 artifacts is not as easy as was thought. Every time someone use the artifact to access the Croscenium, there is a price to pay. 1. The usage of Re Ronus will take away the memory of the user. In other way, resulting in the user’s part of memory being lost. 2. The usage of Re Khutupi will take away the time of the user. Realized in the way of aging faster. Everytime the user move through time, his matter (body) will age in a faster speed. 3. The usage of Re Nictus will take away the reality of the user himself. Meaning everything about the user will be sealed in the Croscenium, resulting in his very existence “vanishing” from the world. No mind and matter is realized in the world. Soon after realized the horrifying side effects of the artifacts usage, a certain family who understands its danger (to the user and to the world) offer themselves as the artifacts guardian, vowing not to give anyone access to them. The 3 artifacts has to be kept as safe as possible, and from that time forth the Algrand family has been guarding them from generation to generation. 
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